ABSTRACT The driver's physiological status has enormous value to public traffic safety and cannot be ignored nowadays. In addition, heart rate (HR) is one of the most important indicators of human's health status. When detecting the driver's HR, using traditional contact-type devices might bring about the driver's distraction or discomfort. On the contrary, the remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) technique is a better way to monitor a driver's HR in vehicle applications simply by using a web-camera without interfering the driver. Most of the rPPG studies intended to reduce the interference caused by facial motion or luminance changes in the indoor or controlled scenario, but there are relatively fewer discussions on outdoor scenarios. Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to enhance the rPPG technique to make it suitable for the outdoor driving scenarios and for monitoring the driver's HR in different weather conditions, including daytime and nighttime. We first utilize artificial neural network (ANN) and train multiple personalized ANN models for each driver. For predicting the drivers' HR beat more precisely, we propose the approach, adaptive neural network model selection (ANNMS), which adaptively selects a personalized ANN model based on different noise conditions. Our algorithm eliminates the effect of noises caused by the variations of facial luminance in eight outdoor driving scenarios. The proposed driver's HR beat monitoring system has been evaluated against the state-of-the-art rPPG techniques that are Chrominance signal-based (CHRO) and k-nearest neighborsbased (kNN) algorithms. Compared with the CHRO and kNN algorithms, the ANNMS reduces the mean absolute error from 14.71 bpm (CHRO) and 9.91 (kNN) to 4.51 bpm (ANNMS) and enhances the successrate-10, the probability in which the absolute error is below 10 bpm, from 44.1% (CHRO) and 56.3% (kNN) to 91.5% (ANNMS).
I. INTRODUCTION
Improving traffic safety has always been the goal of people. With the development of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), drivers are quite familiar with automotive electronics nowadays. Among the great amount of researches for ADAS, driver's health status is less discussed. With the promotion of health awareness, driver's health status cannot
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be ignored these days. Additionally, driver's health condition can also affect traffic safety. Heart rate (HR) is one of the most important indicators for determining human's health status. Besides, heart diseases are the leading cause of death in many countries in the world [1] . According to reports of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the U.S. [2] and DfT in U.K. [3] , about 10 percent of the disease-related vehicle accidents are associated with heart diseases. In addition, many statistics and medical researches confirmed the correlation between heart diseases and car accidents [4] - [8] . Consequently, through monitoring the driver's heart rate, it may be possible to reduce accidents and enhance the public safety.
The current methods of measuring the driver's heart rate beat in the vehicle are still based on contact measurement. Gómez-Clapers and Casanella [9] implemented Electrocardiography (ECG) technique by installing a dual ground electrode sensor into the steering wheel to measure the driver's heart rate from hands. The driving behavior might be restricted because of the requirement of placing both hands in the fixed place on the steering wheel. van der Zwaag et al. [10] applied capacitive ECG (cECG) on the seatback, the sensor can measure the heart rate from driver's back through clothing. Although driver's skin does not have to be in contact with the cECG sensor directly, the change of driving posture or sitting position may lead to inaccurate measurement of heart rate (HR). In conclusion, contact measurement methods still require the sensor to be in close proximity to the skin. Even though both ECG and cECG can measure drivers' heart rate without distracting them, the limitation of contact sensor might restrict drivers' freedom while driving.
In order to measure drivers' HR without physical restrictions, our work attempts to apply the remote Photoplethysmography (rPPG) technique to solve the issue. With a simple web-camera which can sense the rPPG signal from driver's face, heart rate can be acquired without causing drivers' discomfort and distraction. Nevertheless, remote PPG is not without its deficiency. Lately, several researches have been trying to enhance the rPPG technique's resistance to motion artifacts and illuminance changes on subject's face in different controlled indoor scenarios. However, these rPPG researches are less concerned about the outdoor scenarios. Furthermore, in the realistic outdoor application, subjects should be able to undergo unpredictable compoundconditions, such as random facial motion along with facial luminance variation. In outdoor driving scenarios, the irregular noise caused by driver's facial motion or facial luminance changes will affect the performance of rPPG technique and should be addressed.
Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to strengthen rPPG technique in controlled indoor scenarios to apply to outdoor driving scenarios. To be more specific, we need to reduce the effect of facial luminance changes, which is caused by different weather conditions, on the rPPG technique. By applying a machine learning based approach to rPPG technique, the proposed system can reduce the effect of facial luminance changes and enhance the performance of rPPG technique. Compared with some state-of-the-art researches, our proposed method, Adaptive Neural Network Model Selection (ANNMS) algorithm, can reduce the mean absolute error from about 14 bpm to 4.5 bpm in outdoor driving scenarios. Through monitoring driver's heart rate by the enhanced rPPG technique, the proposed system is expected to ensure driver's health and public safety.
II. RELATED WORK
Photoplethysmography (PPG) [11] senses the heart rate from the frequency of reflected light varying under the skin, which is generated by the light absorption difference when blood flows through the vessel. Although PPG technique is simple and non-invasive, skin contact is still required in measurement. Additionally, utilizing contact-PPG in the vehicle to detect drivers' HR might result in drivers' discomfort or distraction. Verkruysse et al. [12] reported that blood volume variation under the skin can also be detected remotely, leading to rPPG, from continuous images of human's face with a web camera. Without contacting subject's skin, rPPG technique is a suitable approach for monitoring drivers' cardiac cycles without disturbing the drivers during driving.
Poh et al. [13] exploited Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which belongs to Blind Source Separation (BSS) technique. The algorithm recovered a cleaner signal from facial RGB channel. Compared with ICA method, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which also belongs to BSS technique, reduced the dimension of data and the computational complexity [14] . Since then, plenty of rPPG research works used BSS method [15] - [17] to retrieve HR signal from facial video. Nevertheless, the arbitrary motions of the subject's face are one of the major limitations of rPPG technique. Wang et al. [18] applied face tracking and PCA to address the problem of facial motion. Monkaresi et al. [19] extended Poh et al.'s ICA and utilized k-nearest neighborhood (kNN) classifier to enhance the resistance of subject's facial motion while resting and naturalistic Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) scenarios. All previous BSS researches selected the strongest periodic signal from the cleanly separated signals, sometimes confusing strong periodic facial motion with the HR signal.
To address the component selection issue, de Haan and Jeanne [20] focused on improving motion resistance and proposed a Chrominance-signal based rPPG (CHRO), constructing a single signal by combing the RGB channels linearly. Afterwards, several works [21] , [22] have continued to increase the stability of CHRO with respect to facial motion in indoor scenarios. Huang and Dung [23] take facial position signal into consideration, employing ICA method to recover a cleaner HR signal when participants using indoor cycling machine. Hsu et al. [24] applied Support Vector Regression (SVR) to CHRO in indoor naturalistic HCI scenario. Our previous work [25] studied the facial motion of the drivers and also proposed a model-based method for driver's heart rate monitoring.
In addition to facial motion, environmental luminance also affects the performance of above mentioned rPPG method since it is based on color changes. Jeanne et al. [26] simulated different lighting conditions in indoor room and proposed an infrared-based rPPG solution under dynamic lighting conditions. Besides indoor stable light source, Xu et al. [27] tested their algorithm in outdoor ambient light scenarios and showed improvement when light changed slightly.
FIGURE 1.
A flowchart of major steps involved in the proposed system. We first train the personalized ANN model (the flowchart with green arrow) by driver's HCI dataset. While driving on the road (the flowchart with blue arrow), the system will calculate the entropy of the HR signal. If the HR signal is polluted by the noise, the proposed system then predicts driver's heart rate by the pre-trained personalized ANN model adaptively (the flowchart with red arrow).
Cheng et al. [28] assumed that the subject's face and the white wall background had similar illumination variation while a light source changed rapidly, then Cheng et al. utilized Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) to eliminate the noise caused by facial luminance variations.
It is also necessary to detect subject's HR in complete darkness scenario when applying rPPG to the driving scenario. Many studies have begun to solve this issue by using special cameras and adding additional light sources, especially infrared light for preventing eye discomfort [29] . Zeng et al. [30] recorded IR images using Kinect and applied ICA for retrieving HR signal from RGB channels. By extending de Haan et al.'s concept to the complete darkness field, van Gastel et al. [22] added IR LEDs as light source and used three monochrome cameras to capture images in order to apply linear combination to construct a single signal from RGB channels.
Most of the previous rPPG researches intended to resolve the simplest issue (such as facial motion or luminance change) in indoor or controllable scenario. Nevertheless, the restraint of the experimental scenario might narrow the application of this promising technique. Consequently, the purpose of this paper is to enhance rPPG technique in outdoor driving scenario. Moreover, the proposed system monitors driver's heartbeat in different weather conditions even in day and night contexts. The operation principle of our proposed system is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed system first collects the subject's continuous facial images and his/her corresponding continuous heart rate in indoor naturalistic HCI scenario. We extract frequency features from the Chrominance-signal recovered from subject's facial images and train multiple personalized models by Artificial Neural Network (ANN) according to different individual's heartbeat ranges. When the drivers are driving on the road, the proposed system recovers the Chrominance-signal from driver's facial images based on CHRO method. Frequency entropy is utilized to evaluate the stability of frequency spectrum. When the HR signal is distorted by the noise caused by facial illuminance difference, we propose the ANNMS algorithm to apply personalized ANN model and predict driver's heartbeat. In summary, the purpose of this paper is threefold; 1) to apply rPPG technique on vehicles for monitoring driver's heart rate throughout the day. 2) to enhance rPPG technique's resistance of facial luminance changes in outdoor multi-weather scenarios. 3) to customize driver's personalized ANN model for reducing the interference by the noise. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section III introduces the method of entire system. Section IV illustrates the experiment results. Finally, Section V summarizes the discussions in this paper.
III. METHOD
A. FACIAL ROI DETECTION rPPG techniques require monitoring human's skin, especially the face region, for detecting heart rate. MTCNN face detection [31] , which implemented three stage Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and WIDER FACE database, is utilized by the proposed system to detect driver's face in driving scenario. For locating the region of interest (ROI), face alignment is detected by Dlib's function [34] in the region of driver's face. The system then demarcates the ROI between eyes and mouth for reducing the effect of blinking and talking. To determine the size of ROI the distance between eyes and mouth is defined as
where y le , y re and y m are the vertical position of left eye, right eye and mouth respectively. The position of the ROI is centered at middle point of face, and the size is designed as 1.3 × d multiplied by 0.6 × d. The result of facial alignment detection (green dots) and ROI's location (blue rectangle) are shown in Fig. 2a and 2b . To apply face detection to driving scenario, driver's facial rotation should be taken into consideration. To be more specific, driver's facial rotation includes checking the rearview mirror, watching the side view mirror or turning head to look backward. As depicted in Fig. 3a to 3f , we recorded the driver's different face rotations and compared with the commonly used open toolkit, such as OpenCV [33] and DLib. The results indicate that MTCNN can tolerate a large angle of facial rotation and still detect driver's face in the realistic driving scenario.
B. SIGNAL RECOVERY AND NOISE REDUCTION
After obtaining the ROI from driver's face in the images, we compute the mean value of all pixels in ROI on R, G, B channels. For recovering the time-domain signal, CHRO method [20] is implemented by linear combination of the three channels as follows:
where µ(.) denotes the mean operator and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . represents the different frames; X n and Y n represent two orthogonal signals. The original Chrominance signal, denoted as C n , is computed by two orthogonal signals and illustrated as follows:
To reduce the noise and extract the HR signal, we apply a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) BandPass Filter (BPF) with Hamming window on the original signal C n . The measurement range of clinically approved heart rate monitor is between 30 to 200 beats per minute (bpm) according to American National Standard for Cardiac Monitor [34] ; therefore we design the cutoff frequencies of the BPF to be 0.50 Hz and 3.34Hz with 128th order filter. As described in Fig.4 , after applying BPF on the original Chrominance signal, the repeating pattern of heart rate can be emphasized on the filtered signal, which is denoted as s[n].
C. FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
After recovering the time domain signal, the proposed system analyzes the filtered signal in frequency domain and extracts the frequency features from the spectrum. The frequency domain of the filtered signal is generated by 512-points Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Auto-Correlation Function (ACF), as shown in (5), is performed before FFT calculation to reveal the repeating pattern of the signal.
The corresponding spectrum of filtered signal (s[n]) and the signal after ACF (s R [n]) are shown in Fig. 5 , the main frequency is emphasized and the noise is reduced by ACF.
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The frequency feature, denoted as F n , is composed of the frequency and its corresponding magnitude of the peaks in the spectrum.
where n is the number of frames; f n and |S R (f n )| symbolize the frequency and the magnitude of top fifteen peaks in the spectrum. We found that the number of the spectral peaks is mostly less than 15, even when the spectrum was distorted by the noise. If the number of the peaks is more than 15, the system will sort the array from the highest peak to the fifteenth peak and ignore the rest of the smaller ones. On the other hand, if the number of the peaks is less than 15, the system will sort the array from the highest peak to the lowest peak and the rest of the element of the array will be filled with zeros.
where the 15 elements in each f n and |S R (f n )| are sorted in descending order because each array did not have the same number of nonzero elements. Furthermore, the array sometimes contains zeros, so we can make the format of each array uniform by sorting in descending order. For example, if the frequency spectrum has only 4 peaks at 9-th frame, and the first to the fourth frequency are 1.12, 1.36, 0.83, and 1.61 bpm, respectively. Moreover, the normalized magnitude of the peaks are 1.00, 0.79, 0.62, 0.34, respectively. Therefore, the frequency feature at this moment will be 
D. PERSONAL MODEL TRAINING
Before measuring driver's heart rate in the driving scenario, we need to train the personalized model for every driver. For the training process, driver's continuous images and his/her corresponding heart rate, which is detected by Scosche Rhythm+ [35] armband heart rate monitor, are recorded in indoor naturalistic HCI scenario, and shown as Fig. 6 . Each drivers' HCI dataset has over three hundred thousand images. As depicted in Fig. 7 , we first recover the original Chrominance signal, which is the top scattered signal in Fig. 7 , from facial ROI of HCI dataset images. Every frame will generate one point of the Chrominance signal. Secondly, the system continuously shifts one frame at a time to perform the 128th order BPF and generates the filtered signal s [n]. Every128 points of the Chrominance signal will produce one point of the s[n] by band-pass calculation. Thirdly, the system starts to carry out ACF and FFT for generating frequency features when s[n] collects 512 points. Hence, after 640 frames of the HCI dataset images (or namely 640 points of the Chrominance signal), the system produces the first frequency feature F 1 . Therefore, the proposed system regards the frame FIGURE 6. The experimental environment when recording the training data in indoor HCI scenario. The web camera was placed at the top of computer for capturing the subject's facial images. To obtain the heart rate data simultaneously, Scosche Rhythm+ was banded on subjects arm when being video recorded. before 640 as pre-process. We simultaneously collect the driver's heart rate and the facial images, so the length of the Chrominance signal is equal to the length of the real heart rate signal. The system also defines the 640th point of the real heart rate signal as HR 1 and denotes the row signal of the real heart rate as HR n . We couple F n and HR n in pairs as input features and output target of the model.
According to the segments shown in Table 1 , we classify the training pairs into 31 sets depending on HR n . Taking F n as input and HR n as target, the system utilizes ANN as model and train 31 models, denoted as 15 are the small-range models with the range of 10 bpm. We categorize the heart rate where it is smaller than 40 bpm as M 1 , and M 16 represents the model which is trained by the heart rate stronger than 130 bpm. The range of M 17 to M 21 is 10 bpm and they are the wider-range models from M 4 to M 13 . The reason to design the wider-range models is that the system will broaden the predicting range while the noise occurs. M 22 to M 30 are the large-range models and take 30 bpm as range. M 22 to M 30 are also designed to expand the predicting range of the heart rate when the noise occurs continuously. M 31 is the whole-range model and is trained by all training data of each subject. If the heartbeat range of a model overlaps with that of other models, the training data is shared for those models. For example, M 23 ANN is a Multi-layer perceptron network and is trained by back-propagation with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. There are thirty neurons in the input layer of our ANN model. The number of hidden layers is seven. Furthermore, the number of the neurons from the first to the seventh hidden layer is 30, 20, 10, 10, 10, 20, 30 respectively. The activation function of input layer and hidden layer is ReLU transfer function. The activation function used in the output layer is pure linear function with one output neuron.
The 30 input features are the elements of F n , which are the 15 frequencies plus the corresponding 15 magnitudes. All 31 models in this paper have the same network structure. Furthermore, all parameters are converted to Hz unit and all models are trained with the following fixed settings; 1) Learning rate:0.05, 2) Momentum term:0. An example of the frequency spectrum when driver's facial luminance is uniform (up) and uneven (below). When the uneven light causes the facial luminance difference, the frequency entropy will increase, which is caused by noise-pollution of frequency distribution.
E. ENTROPY CALCULATION AND HPS PROTECTION
Even with BPF filtering, uneven and abrupt light shining on driver's face still pollutes the Chrominance signal during driving scenario. Power Spectrum Entropy (PSE) is utilized by the proposed system to evaluate the uncertainty and chaos of the spectrum. Compared with Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), PSE doesn't require ground truth in advance and provides an objective method to evaluate the spectrum.
where n stands for the frame, f and |S nor (f ) | represent the frequency and the normalized magnitude of the spectrum after performing ACF; When PSE n exceeds threshold, denoted as Th PSE (empirically set as 4.60), the current spectrum is more likely to be unstable. Fig. 8 indicates the difference between the polluted spectrum and the normal spectrum. When PSE n does not exceed Th PSE , the frequency with the strongest magnitude in the spectrum should be regarded as the heartbeat. However, the frequency of the strongest magnitude may sometimes be the harmonic frequency of the heartbeat. As shown in Fig. 9 , the spectrum's entropy at that moment is less than 4.60 and the driver's actual heartbeat is about 74 bpm, but the frequency with the strongest magnitude is 148.2 bpm, which is approximately the second harmonic frequency of the driver's heart rate.
Harmonic Product Spectrum (HPS) [36] is utilized in the proposed system to cope with this harmonic frequency distortion problem through down-sampling and multiplying the spectrum.
VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. The moment of second harmonic frequency distort the spectrum. whereŜ nor (f ) is the spectrum after R times HPS calculation. In order to reduce system's calculation load, R is designed as 3 in this paper. f base denotes the base frequency with the strongest magnitude of theŜ nor (f ) and indicates the actual frequency of the signal affected by harmonic frequency. The HPS mechanism's principle of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 10 . In the figure, f 1 and f 2 represent the frequencies with the strongest and the second strongest magnitude in the spectrum. The spectrum varies as time passes and it does not only contain the heartbeat but also noise. Often times, the second harmonic frequency interferes with the spectrum causing erroneous choice of HR peaks. However, the second harmonic frequency may not appear exactly at the frequency that is twice of HR because of noise. Therefore, we design twofold rules for determining whether the spectrum is distorted by the harmonic frequency and is shown as following: 1) If f 1 is stronger than 1.5 times f 2 and 2) if |S nor (f 2 ) | is stronger than 0.8 times |S nor (f 1 ) |, then current spectrum might be distorted by the second harmonic frequency. The process of the HPS protection. The spectrum S nor f is the result spectrum of HPS calculation, and f base is the strongest peak of S nor f . The output frequency will be f 2 not f 1 because f 2 is closer to f base .
If the spectrum is distorted, we apply the HPS protection algorithm as follows to further identify the true HR. Through down-sampling twice and multiplying the three spectrums together, base frequency f base can be recovered from the resulting spectrum. If the difference between f base and f 2 is smaller than the difference between f base and f 1 , then f 2 might be decided as the driver's heart rate and f 1 might be the second harmonic frequency. The process of HPS protection is shown in Fig. 11 . Because of our twofold rules, the spectrum in the top of Fig. 11 is determined to be distorted by the harmonic frequency. The second and the third spectrums of Fig. 11 are the down-sampled spectrums. By multiplying |S nor (f ) |, |S nor (2f ) |, and |S nor (3f ) |, the spectrumŜ nor (f ) is the result spectrum of the HPS calculation, and f base is the strongest peak ofŜ nor (f ) . Therefore, at this moment, the system will output f 2 rather than f 1 because f 2 is closer than f base .
F. ADAPTIVE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL SELECTION
Depending on the weather conditions and the time of the day, the amount of light that shines into the vehicle is different. As a result, the lacking of light or receiving uneven light on the driver's face can lead to noise distortion in the frequency domain. When the power spectrum entropy is greater than Th PSE , the personalized ANN multi-model is used to predict driver's HR for avoiding the interference of the noise. If only M 31 , which is the whole-range ANN model trained by all features and targets, is used when spectral entropy exceeds Th PSE , the range of HR prediction will be too large.
The range of whole-range model arranges from the lowest HR to the highest HR of the training data. The whole-range of the HR prediction may cause inaccuracy. Define HR out (t) as the current system's output HR at time t. The system takes HR out (t − 1), specifically the previous system output when entropy is smaller than Th PSE , as feedback and determines which HR segments it belongs to. The parameter n c is defined as the index of persistency of the spectrum chaos, and starts to accumulate when entropy exceeds Th PSE . The index n c can also be regarded as the duration of the period during which the spectrum is affected by the noise. We divide into four stages, and the system will progressively select different models for predicting driver's HR depending on different stages. The details of the ANNMS algorithm is shown in Fig. 12 . First, the system does not use any model when entropy is less than Th PSE , but only perform harmonic frequency protection for detecting driver's heart rate, denoted as HR freq (t), from the frequency domain. The ANNMS applies ANN model only when the spectral entropy exceeds Th PSE . We define the parameter i as the number of the current personalized ANN model and M i (.) as an operator of i-th personalized ANN model. The input and the output of M i (.) is the frequency feature F n and the predicted heart rate HR mdl (t).
If entropy is greater than Th PSE and the system measured at the initial time (t = 0), which means that there is no previous system output HR out (t − 1) for feedback. The system still requires an ANN model for predicting the heart rate because the frequency domain is distorted by the noise. In this paper, we introduce the mode-model to cope with this situation. For each driver, the mode-model is a small-range model (i = 1 ∼ 16) which is trained by the greatest amount of training data we collected in Section III-D. Moreover, the modemodel can represent the most common heartbeat interval for each driver. Hence, the parameter i will be set to m, which is the number of the mode-model for that participant, when entropy exceeds Th PSE and the system measures at the initial time (t = 0).
If entropy exceeds Th PSE and n c equals zero, which means that the frequency domain is beginning to get confused by noise, the system takes HR out (t − 1) as feedback. To select the first model, the system determines which HR range, denoted as D_i and designed from Table 1 , HR out (t − 1) belongs. According to D_i, the system choose the i-th personalized ANN model as first model for predicting heart rate. The parameter i in Fig. 12 is set to be the same as the value of i and the system will send i to the first stage. To be more specific, the parameter i act as a previous factor for Stage I. As n c becomes greater, the system switches to other models based on the first model (namely i -th model).
We first use the small-range model, whose model number i ranges from 1 to 16, for predicting driver's HR when n c is smaller than T. Considering human's heartbeat changes in a short period of time, T is designed to be 128 in our system. In all small-range models, the models from M 4 to M 13 are divided from 60 to 110 bpm with 5-bpm as range, because most people's heart rate falls in this range and the 5-bpm segmentation can make the prediction more accurate. Moreover, at the end of Stage I, a new parameter i is set to be the same as the value of i. The system will also send the parameter i to Stage II.
When n c is between T and 2T, the system will start to utilize the wider-range model defined in Section III-D. According to Section III-D, the number of the wider-range model is between 17 and 21. The mechanism of whether the system applies the wider-range model depends on i from Stage I. If i is lower than 4 or higher than 14, the chosen i for this stage will remain to be i . That is to say, the system will not utilize the wider-range model. On the other hand, VOLUME 7, 2019 18 . The spectrum has only been affected by the noise for a short time when n c is less than 2T, and driver's actual heartbeat may not change too much in a short period of time. Therefore, the model range is set to be 5 or 10 bpm depending on HR out (t − 1). Moreover, at the end of Stage II, a new parameter i is set to be the same as the value of i. The system will send the parameter i to Stage III.
When n c exceeds 2T which represents noise affected the signal for a long time, driver's heart rate may not be in the initial HR range. When n c accumulates to the third stage, which is between 2T and 4T, the system will utilize the large-range model defined in Section III-D. If n c reaches the fourth stage (n c > 4T), which means that the spectrum is polluted for a long time, then predict driver's HR by the whole-range model M 31 . We can read Table 2 vertically when the stage increases. The number of the model will go from the current number to the number right below this number. Through progressively utilizing different models based on HR out (t − 1) and broadening the searching range depending on n c , driver's heart rate can be predicted more precisely when suffering the uncertainty and randomness of frequency distribution.
No matter whether the heart rate is selected by us from the frequency domain, denoted as HR freq (t), or predicted by the ANN multi-model, denoted as HR mdl (t), Kalman filter [37] is applied to accomplish the optimal estimation of real heart rate. Through calculating the Coefficient Variation (CV), with designed window size 128 and shifting size 1, of every subject's actual heartbeat from HCI database, the CV is found to be about 1.0% by averaging every subject's CV. To avoid the unreasonably huge variation in short time duration of the filtered output, denoted as HR Kal (t), we set the boundary, denoted as , of HR Kal (t) to be ±1.0% of the average of past 128 HR out .
where HR out (t) is the continuous and real-time HR estimation of the proposed system for driver's heartbeat monitoring.
IV. EXPERIMEN RESULTS

A. EXPERIMEN SETUP
To our best knowledge, there is no open source database which contains driver's facial images/videos and HR signal in the scenario of real road driving. In consequence, series of benchmark databases have been built in our work to record driver's facial images and real HR in different weather conditions, even in day and night contexts. Fourteen volunteers (eleven males and three females, ages between 20 and 25) participated in our driving experiment; none of them has history of cardiovascular issues. The Fitzpatrick skin type of the participants are between 3 and 4. The experiment environment in our work is shown in Fig. 13a . Before and after the driving experiment, we will ask the participants to fill up a form, which asking them whether they feel tired or not.
From the form we collected from, all of the participants did not feel tired before and after our driving experiment. A web camera (Logitech C920r [38] ) was mounted on the instrument panel. TENMAER TM-204 lux meter [39] was placed by the driver's face, as shown in Fig. 13b , during the driving experiment for recording the illuminance received by the face in different times and weather conditions. The experiments are built on TAIWAN ITS-2, and the model of the vehicle is Mitsubishi SAVRIN. Continuous images are recorded in bitmap format with VGA (640 × 480) resolution, 8-bit color depth, and 30 fps at daytime. At night, we switch the camera to de-IR-filter web camera (reduced to 15 fps at night due to limitations of web camera) and place 8 IR LEDs with 940 nm wavelength beneath the camera. With the aid of IR LEDs, driver's face can be photographed without causing discomfort to the driver's eyes and the system can be successfully implemented as well. Drivers also wore armband HR monitor to obtain the heartbeat data during driving. In this paper, all frames and the measurements are recorded and analyzed by a laptop.
B. BENCHMARK DATASET
We published part of our driving dataset in order to let other researchers evaluate their methods in the future. The FTP address of our dataset is 140.113.150.245. The username is DriverHeartRate, and there is no need for password. All images in each dataset are stored in bitmap format after being captured by the web camera, so all the images are the original data. The user can download the dataset and transform the images into different format. Furthermore, in each folder, we offer 2 Excel files (.csv format). The Excel file named HR.csv and the FPS_log.csv record the driver's heartbeat value and the fps corresponding to each image, respectively. If the complete dataset is needed, feel free to ask the author by email. In this paper, we classify our datasets into short-distance section and long-distance section described as follows.
The short-distance section dataset includes 6 scenarios and we classify the dataset by different weather conditions (sunny, overcast, rainy day, sunset, night, rainy night). The received illuminance on drivers' face is listed in Table 3 . The longdistance section dataset is used to evaluate the stability of our system over a long period of driving time. The sections of dataset involve city road and highway. The detailed illustrations of the dataset are described as follows, and the number in brackets indicates the number of frames.
1) SUNNY (289,123)
Drivers drove around campus (about 4.5km) on a sunny day (on average receiving 2500 to 6000 Lux on the face) and occasionally suffered from sudden direct light, as shown in Fig. 14a . Besides, driver also drove through the shade which results in the illuminance changes on driver's face, as shown in Fig. 14b . In this condition, signal is polluted by the severe changes of facial luminance.
2) OVERCAST (192,162)
Drivers drove on the same campus road section on a cloudy day, and the facial illuminance varied from 500 to 2000 Lux. Although the light condition seems stable from the images, frequency domain still generates noise caused by a slight change of light.
3) RAINY DAY (279,488)
The experiment location was taken on the same campus road section on a rainy day, and the facial illuminance varied from 20 to 350 Lux. Environment luminance is insufficient when drivers drove through the shade, and brought about driver's facial illuminance decrease, as shown in Fig. 15 . The reduction of received light from the face causes the signal affected by the noise.
4) SUNSET (244,816)
Drivers drove in the wide seaside (about 6.0 km) at sunset and frequently changed direction which resulted in incident light from different angles. As shown in Fig. 16 , the facial region that receives light alters when driver changes direction and leads to noise distortion in the frequency domain.
5) NIGHT (167,611)
Drivers drove around campus at night, road lamp also brought about facial illuminance differences, as shown in Fig. 17a and 17b . Besides, the headlights from the incoming car result in facial illuminance changes, as shown in Fig. 17c . In this condition, facial illuminance vary from 0.5 to 10 Lux. Because Chrominance signal is not assumed VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 17. The driver drove through (a) full darkness and (b) road lamp road section. (c) The driver's face was suddenly irradiated by the headlights from the coming vehicle.
FIGURE 18.
The top/bottom four images describe the decrease/increase of luminance when driving into/out of the tunnel.
FIGURE 19.
The driver drove on the highway from 4pm to 6pm, and led to differences in facial luminance.
in the night environment, uncertain noise presents in the frequency domain.
6) RAINY NIGHT (180,383)
This scenario was recorded on the campus at rainy night that clouds may cover the moonlight, and the illuminance from driver's face varied from 0.06 to 10 Lux. Additionally, unknown noise also distort the frequency domain in this condition because of the assumption of Chrominance signal.
7) DRIVING IN CITY (615,354)
Other than the previous dataset, eight drivers participated in this scenario and drove in the city (at an average distance of 20km). A hundred thousand images are recorded for each driver, and the dataset was mostly collected in daytime. This dataset is used to evaluate the stability of our system for long periods of time.
8) DRIVING ON HIGHWAY (711,337)
Six drivers involved in this scenario and drove on the highway (about 140 km) at different times. Some drivers have traveled through tunnels, as shown in Fig. 18 , and result in sudden illuminance difference. Besides, some drivers drove at sunset, as shown in Fig. 19 , and suffer uneven facial luminance. The time that crosses day and night, as shown in Fig. 20 , is also considered in our paper to evaluate the accuracy of the FIGURE 20. The driver drove on the highway from 5pm to 7pm (crossing day and night), and resulted in the dropping of the environment brightness and the facial luminance.
proposed system in daytime and full darkness. This scenario illustrates realistic challenges for facial luminance changes. Each driver travels for more than two hours, and the stability and reliability of proposed system can be tested by this highway dataset.
C. EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system and to compare it with previous methods, we consider 4 metrics for each method. The Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are adopted to evaluate the performance of each method. The probability in which the absolute error between reference HR and predicted HR is below 5 or 10 bpm (defined as success-rate-5 and success-rate-10) are also applied to assess the accuracy of algorithms. Specifically, we define an indicator called Noise Pollution Rate, which is denoted as NPR. NPR is the ratio that frequency entropy exceeds Th PSE . That is, when NPR is high, it can be inferred that the spectrum was affected by the noise most of the time. Therefore, NPR can be regarded as the stability of the frequency domain for each driver's experiment.
D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most of the previous work determined the heartbeat by selecting the Maximum Peak among All frequency band (MPA). MPA is applied on Chrominance signal for figuring out the frequency of the strongest magnitude [20] . When comparing the system's accuracy, we denote this method [20] as the CHRO method. Furthermore, a previous research applied kNN classifier [19] , to determine HR through classifying the frequency peak. We denote this method [19] as the kNN method when comparing the accuracy. The kNN method takes Chrominance signal as source signal and applies kNN classifier(select k = 1) on the frequency of top 5 peaks from the spectrum to predict HR.
The CHRO method determines the heartbeat only in the frequency domain, but the kNN method totally trusts the heartbeat predicted by the model. Not depending on single domain knowledge, we consider the dual-domain method, which combines the frequency spectrum and the personalized ANN model. In this paper we additionally introduce another method when comparing the accuracy. This method is called the Entropy method and it only performs two functions. First, when the entropy PSE exceeds Th PSE , the system utilizes the whole-range ANN model (M 31 ) and produces HR mdl (t). On the other hand, if PSE is less than Th PSE , the Entropy method discusses harmonic frequency issue and produce HR freq (t). To be more specific, the Entropy method does not perform the ANNMS algorithm and only determines the heart rate by the whole-range model when the noise occurs. The ANNMS method differs from the Entropy method in that it utilizes different range ANN models but the Entropy method only uses whole-range model. Furthermore, the ANNMS method switches models based on 4 stages, which is decided by the persistency of the spectrum chaos n c .
For fair comparison, the same bandpass filter is applied to the same Chrominance signal which is used by every method. Besides, the Kalman filter and the output boundary are also applied after the HR is predicted by each method in order to avoid the unreasonably huge variation. All model based methods, such as kNN, Entropy and ANNMS method, share the same training data we collected in Section III-D.
The reason to implement Chrominance signals to all method is that it has the most noise resistance among all RGB linear combination signals. The purpose is to compare the performance of different methods, which are choosing HR in different ways. Table 4 summarizes the reasons for noise occurrence on Chrominance signal in different driving scenarios. The experiment results of different scenarios are summarized in Table 5 to 8. We take the mean value of each evaluation metric for all drivers to represent the performance in every scenario. The standard deviation is recorded in each table's brackets to evaluate the variation for all error metrics.
The details of comparison are described separately for different scenarios as follow. The percentage in brackets indicates the mean PR of each scenario. 
1) SUNNY (NPR:60.02%)
The prediction rate of this scenario indicates that the signal is heavily affected by noise and the entropy exceeds the threshold most of the time. Due to the changing of driver's facial luminance, the Chrominance signal is polluted and brings about the poor performance of the CHRO method. Although kNN method can improve the error metrics compared with the CHRO method, the success-rate-5/10 is similar to the CHRO method. Because of the dependency on the model, the accuracy of the kNN method is severely affected by the training data. Due to the whole-range of the M 31 model, the Entropy method performs poorly compared to the ANNMS method.
2) OVERCAST (NPR:47.57%)
Due to the stability of environmental light and facial luminance, the CHRO method, the kNN method and the Entropy method perform better here than in sunny scenario. Although the ANNMS method here performs worse than in sunny scenario, the MAE can still maintain at approximately 5 bpm.
3) RAINY DAY (NPR:53.46%)
The performance of the CHRO method here was better than in sunny scenario, but was poorer than in overcast scenario due to the sudden reduction of facial luminance when drivers drover through the shade. Because the Entropy method can VOLUME 7, 2019 select the frequency from the spectrum, the Entropy method performs better than the kNN method when the facial luminance is stable. However, through selecting the model adaptively, the accuracy of the ANNMS method was better than the Entropy method.
4) SUNSET (NPR:56.34%)
The luminance difference on drivers' face, caused by frequent direction-changes, distorted the Chrominance signal. In this scenario, the performance of the CHRO method is worse than in sunny scenario; the kNN method performs poorly compared with all different scenarios; the whole-range ANN prediction produces huge variation and causes the poor performance of the Entropy method. However, the ANNMS method can predict the heart rate progressively from smallrange model to wider-range model and therefore lessens the variation when predicting heart rate.
5) NIGHT (NPR:64.40%)
With the aid of IR LEDs and the de-IR-filter web camera, driver's face can be photographed at night, and the Chrominance signal can be recovered from the facial ROI as well. Since the Chrominance signal is not defined in a completely dark environment, judging from the high NPR, the poor performance of the CHRO method is reasonable. Although the other three methods also utilize Chrominance signal, the use of the model, instead of MPA method, can still reduce the effects of frequency noise. Compared with the kNN method and the Entropy method, the ANNMS method selects the models adaptively and improves the accuracy. As with the night scenario, the NPR is high due to the daytime limitation of the Chrominance signal. It is rational that the CHRO method is confused by the frequency noise and performs poorly compared with other model-approaches. The trend of the error metrics in rainy night scenario is similar to that in night scenario. Although the authenticity of HR freq (t), which is the HR detected from frequency domain by the Entropy or the ANNMS method, is questioned, it is superior to the kNN method which only predicts HR from the kNN model.
7) DRIVING IN CITY (NPR:54.80%)
The CHRO method's performance in this scenario is better than its performance in other scenarios because the experiment data are mostly recorded during daytime and the environment luminance is stable. Uneven light on driver's face occasionally occurs and leads to confusion of Chrominance signal-, because the CHRO method is still limited to the consistency of the light source. The kNN method only uses kNN classifier to predict heart rate, and the misalignment of the prediction may lead the estimated HR to become completely deviated from the ground truth. Although considering dual-domain, the Entropy method provided no significant improvement. ANNMS can solve the shortcomings of the Entropy method and overcomes the effects of the noise. Due to the environment light difference and the lack of facial luminance, three methods (except the ANNMS method) will be affected and lead the predicted heart rate to become deviated from the ground truth.
FIGURE 22.
The heart rate predicted by four different methods and corresponding ground truth in a sunset scenario. Uneven luminance on driver's face causes the signal to be polluted by the noise, and led to the poor performance of the CHRO method and the Entropy method.
8) DRIVING ON HIGHWAY (NPR:57.68%)
The driving route was the south bound highway, so the difference of the facial luminance occurred on driver's face and caused the Chrominance signal to be polluted at sunset. Uneven facial luminance causes the HR, detected by the CHRO method and the Entropy method, to be affected by the noise, but the kNN method and the ANNMS method perform well in this scenario. Additionally, the reduction of the facial luminance when the driver drove through the tunnel (e.g., Fig. 18 ) also affected the Chrominance signal and distorted the frequency spectrum. Fig. 21 shows the performance of four methods when the facial luminance decreased in the tunnel.
The driving route was the south bound highway, so the difference of the facial luminance occurred on driver's face (e.g., Fig. 19 ) and caused the Chrominance signal to be polluted at sunset. Fig. 22 shows a segment of heart rate measurement when the driver drove on the highway at sunset. Uneven facial luminance causes the HR, detected by the CHRO method and the Entropy method, to be affected by the noise, but the kNN method and the ANNMS method perform well in this scenario.
9) OVERALL
In general, the CHRO method has little resistance of the noise when driver's facial luminance difference occurs in the daytime. Additionally, due to the daytime assumption of the Chrominance signal, the poor performance of the CHRO method is reasonable at night. Although predicting HR from the classifier and ignoring the effects of slight frequency noise, the kNN method falls into misalignment when encountering strong noise. Compared to the kNN method, the Entropy method can be closer to the ground ruth when the facial luminance is well-distributed and the frequency domain is stable. Nonetheless, the whole-range ANN model causes the Entropy method's performance to be worse than the ANNMS method when the entropy exceeds Th PSE . Because the Entropy method cannot adaptively select model, its prediction of HR will vary too much when strong noises occurs. Furthermore, compared with the Entropy method, the ANNMS method predicts HR from small-range to largerange, so its prediction can be more precisely.
Through predicting heart rate from dual-domain and progressively selecting the personalized ANN model, the ANNMS method has a better performance compared with the other methods in different scenarios. Fig. 23 shows the instantaneous HR between the prediction of the ANNMS method (green line) and the ground truth (red line) in each challenging scenario. In summary, the HR predicted by the proposed system can approach the driver's actual HR closely in different outdoor scenarios and varied luminance conditions. Compared with other rPPG methods, the proposed system improves the success-rate-10 from 44.1% (CHRO), 56.3% (kNN) and 61.3% (Entropy) to 91.5% (ANNMS). A real-time demo video is available at https://youtu.be/cvw8AeakBt8.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, three rPPG techniques and our approach are analyzed in outdoor driving scenarios of different weather conditions. To transfer the image-based heart rate monitoring system from indoor scenario to outdoor driving scenario requires improving the resistance to facial luminance variation. When the facial luminance difference occurs in daytime and night, the time-domain Chrominance-signal will be distorted by the noise. Furthermore, the noise will cause difficulty for predicting HR in the spectrum of the frequencydomain. Therefore, the goal of the proposed system is to reduce the effect of luminance variation on the HR monitoring and to increase the feasibility of rPPG method in outdoor driving scenario, in which the environmental luminance is unpredictable and unstable. To cope with the uncontrolled noise from facial luminance difference in the outdoor scenario, we personalized multiple ANN models for each driver. Furthermore, this paper introduces the ANNMS method that adaptively predicts the HR with ANN models when the frequency spectrum is distorted. To be more specific, the system first ignores the noise effect from the frequency domain by applying the machine learning approach. The system then eliminates the uncertainty of the model by combining the frequency domain and the machine learning domain results. Eventually, our approach utilizes the ANNMS algorithm to enhance the accuracy. The results show that our ANNMS-based rPPG has the more precise and reliable performance. Evidently, the proposed system has the ability to resist against the changes of facial luminance in different scenarios.
Although the accuracy of the proposed HR monitoring system is increased, we still need to measure driver's heart rate more precisely. The stability of the time domain signal also affects the performance of the rPPG technique because the proposed system still selects heartbeat from the frequency domain which is converted from the time domain signal. So our next investigation will also consider the diversity of the signal source and determine the time domain signal with the best luminance variation resistance or even make it suitable for both daytime and night.
In conclusion, utilizing the rPPG technique for monitoring the driver's heart rate without the concern of distraction and discomfort to the driver can ensure driver's health and public safety. Furthermore, the proposed ANNMS algorithm is beneficial for enhancing the accuracy of the rPPG technique. Apparently, our proposed system improves the resistance of facial luminance variation effects in different driving scenarios.
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